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(57) ABSTRACT 

The present invention relates to a dust collecting apparatus 
for eraser or the like, by designing and disposing a set of 
dust-conducting pipes and components and an eraser outside 
the housing and putting them to connect with the housing. 
The interior of the housing consisting of a power Supply 
automatic-safe-breaking device and lots of display lamps, 
controlling and collecting components are disposed at the 
related places of the invention for erasing Something and 
collecting the dust in the classroom or the like. 
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DUST COLLECTING APPARATUS FOR ERASER 

TECHNICAL FIELD 

0001. The present invention relates to a dust collecting 
apparatus for eraser or the like dust producing or generating 
devices and to an eraser provided therewith. Particularly, a 
power Supply automatic-Safe-breaking device, lots of dis 
play lamps, controlling and collecting components disposed 
within the present invention by an optimum design for 
appropriate utilizing to erase Something Such as written 
letters, characters on the blackboard or the like without 
remains or contamination in the air. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

0002 The conventional dust collecting apparatus or the 
like, having no power Supply automatic-Safe-breaking 
device, in which the power Supply shall not be cut off Since 
the Said apparatus been using but had not continue been used 
for a long time. So the power Supply of the Said apparatus 
is still on, which may cause the Said apparatus burning out. 
Furthermore, Some users with no conscious about the Said 
apparatus latest or real Situation when they use the Said 
apparatus which also causing the Said apparatus burning out 
or broken or unpredictable happened. This is necessary for 
researching, improving and disclosing in the present inven 
tion. 

0003. Accordingly, the inventor devoted himself to the 
designing and manufacturing of the dust-proof and periph 
eral products with his accumulated long-term experience, 
this a dust collecting apparatus for eraser is developed. 
0004. Accordingly, it is an object of the invention herein, 
a power Supply automatic-Safe-breaking device mounted on 
the housing for protecting the Said apparatus. 
0005 Accordingly, it is another object herein, lots of 
functional display lamps and controlling components dis 
posed on the housing or for reminding the user how is 
present and real Situation and for working dust-inhaling in 
the Said apparatus. 
0006. In order to describe in detail the objects, charac 
teristics and functions of the present invention, an example 
of embodiment and figures, relevant of the present invention 
as follows: 

DESCRIPTION OF THE FIGURES 

0007 FIG. 1 is the diagrammatic sketch of the entirely 
Structure of the invention. 

0008 FIG. 2 is the diagrammatic sketch of front view of 
the housing 
0009 FIG. 3 is the diagrammatic sketch of perspective 
View of the housing 
0.010 FIG. 4 is the diagrammatic sketch of fragmentary 
View of dust-collecting bag and Straight pipe 
0.011 FIG. 5 is the diagrammatic sketch of fragmentary 
View of Straight pipe and connector 
0012 FIG. 6 is the diagrammatic sketch of combination 
of Straight pipe and connector 
0013 FIG. 7 is the diagrammatic sketch of inhaling 
device d connector 
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0014) 
of eraser 

FIG. 8 is the diagrammatic sketch of outlook view 

0015 FIG. 9 is the diagrammatic sketch of sectional 
view of eraser 

0016 FIG. 10 is the diagrammatic sketch of eraser and 
positioned tank 
0017 FIG. 11 is the diagrammatic sketch of combination 
of eraser and positioned tank 
0018) 
example 

FIG. 12 is the diagrammatic sketch of practical 

DESCRIPTION OF TERMS 

0019) 

(10) external housing 
(102) sensing switch 
(104) bag-swapping display lamp 
(105) power supply automatic cut 

off display lamp 

(101) power supply switch 
(103) operation display lamp 

(106) opening 
(111) hollow hole 
(12) straight pipe 
(13) jointing head 
(14) exhaust vent 
(16) external space 
(21) dust inlet 
(30) interior housing 
(32) sensing elements 
(33) inhaling components 

(332) fan-extracting motor 
(334) outlet 
(336) inlet 
(34) power supply automatic cut 

off device 
(40) dust-conducting pipes and 

components 
(41) jointing head 

(501) capacity chamber 
(51) holder 

(512) stopping button 
(514) digital wireless-remote 

controlling device 
(515) jointing pipe 
(521) dust-conducting tunnel 
(53) connection panel 

(532) connection surface 
(541) hollow hole 
(543) erasing surface 
(61) bottom chassis 

(621) edge opening section 

(11) door leaf 
(112) sticking belt (band) 
(121) joint end 
(131) interlocking components 
(15) muting device 
(20) dust collecting bag 
(22) sticking surface 
(31) interior space 

(321) sensing bar 
(331) base of housing 
(333) muting device 
(335) filter 

(50) eraser 
(502) vacuum chamber 
(511) starting button 
(513) jointing head 

(52) dust-conducting base layer 
(522) dust-conducting hole 
(531) hollow hole 
(54) erasing tissue 

(542) sticking surface 
(60) positioned tank 
(62) convex pillar 
(63) elastic film 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PRESENT 
INVENTION 

0020. As follows, please refer to FIG. 1 shown as the 
present invention, a dust collecting apparatus for eraser is 
described. It consists of an eraser, a dust collecting bag (20), 
a dust-conducting pies and components (40) and a housing 
Structure which including an external housing (10) and an 
interior housing (30), in which; 
0021 Please refer to FIGS. 2, 3, and 4, the external 
housing (10) is fabricated by Solidly jointing plates herein, 
a power supply switch (101), a sensing Switch (102), an 
operation display lamp (103), a bag-Swapping display lamp 
(104) and a power Supply automatic cut-off display lamp 
(105) are disposed on one of front-lateral side of the external 
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housing (10), as well as a certain place of the external 
housing (10) been opened a opening (106) for bag Swapping 
(shown as FIG. 4). Also, a vacuum exhaust vent (14) is 
mounted on the bottom chassis external hosing (10) and a 
muting device (15) is disposed in the interior of external 
housing (10) for isolating and absorbing the noise came 
from the inhaling components or the like. 

0022. Please refer to FIGS. 2, 3 and 9, shown the power 
supply switch (101) and sensing switch (102) of the front 
lateral Side are correspondingly to connect the power Supply 
and inhaling components (33). Of the power Supply Switch 
(101) is a manual-controlling type and its action dominates 
the entirely power Supply on or off in the present invention. 
The Sensing Switch (102) and digital wireless-remote con 
trolling device (514) are correspondingly and by means the 
said device (514) to transmit the signals onto the Sensing 
switch (102) for Switching the power of inhaling compo 
nents (33) on or off. While the inhaling components (33) 
been operating that the operation display lamp (103) shows 
“green”, in contrast, the operation display lamp (103) shows 
“red”. For the bag-Swapping display lamp (104) and Sensing 
elements (32) are in the same controlling circuit loop, as the 
Sensing elements (32) detects the dust collecting bag (20) of 
interior Space (31) having accumulated a certain preset 
amount of dust and no more amount of dust can be inhaled. 
Under this circumstance, the vacuum value will up and reach 
a certain value, in which a signal will be generated from the 
Sensing elements (32) and Switching the bag-swapping dis 
play lamp (104) on for reminding the user renews a dust bag. 
For the power Supply automatic cut-off display lamp (105), 
power Supply automatic cut-off device (34) and power 
Supply Switch (101) are in the same controlled circuit loop, 
the function of power Supply automatic cut-off will be 
operating and cut off the power when the user uses the Said 
apparatus and then Stops using it in a certain period that is 
over the preset timing. So the power Supply automatic 
cut-off display lamp (105) will on for reminding the power 
of the Said apparatus been totally cut off. The next user must 
turn on the power Supply Switch (101), then uses it again. 
0023 Please refer to FIGS. 3 and 4, the opening (106) is 
designed for taking out or replacing the dust collecting bag 
(20). A door leaf (11) is disposed at opening (106) by 
bias-pivot rotating for closing or opening to protect the 
internal Section of the housing. 

0024 Please refer to FIGS. 2, 3, 5 and 6, a hollow hole 
(111) is mounted on the middle of the door left (11), of the 
hollow hole (111) is for disposing a straight pipe (12). One 
end of the Straight pipe (12) is inwardly to the housing and 
to interlock with dust collecting bag (20), the other end is 
outwardly to the housing and Set a interlocking components 
(131). Of the outward end has a jointing head (13) to secure 
joint with the interlocking components (131) by means of a 
hooked-locked approach and to connect with dust-conduct 
ing pipes and components (40). The rear Side of door leaf 
(11) has a hooked-Surface Sticking belt (112), as the Sticking 
belt (112) and dust collecting bag (20) are struck on the 
Sticking Surface (22) that, also, shall be fixing and bounding 
the dust collecting bag (20), in which the sticking belt (112) 
is arranged at the Surrounding of hollow hole (111) of the 
door leaf (11). 
0025 Please refer to FIG. 4, the dust collecting bag (20) 
is a capillary-mesh-filter-layers-bag-like and made of ven 
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tilating materials only for the air passing through, not for 
dust or the like. Surrounding the outer of dust inlet (21) of 
dust collecting bag (20) is a sticking surface (22) with fluff 
materials or the like materials for using in dust collection. 
Since interlocked the dust collecting bag (20) and the 
Straight pipe (12) of door leaf (11), the Sticking Surface (22) 
of dust inlet (21) and the sticking belt (112) of door leaf (11) 
will be adhered together for convenient taking off or replac 
ing the dust collecting bag (20). 
0026 Please refer to FIG. 1, the dust-conducting pipes 
and components (40) is using in as a conduit of dust 
collecting bag (20) for the dust blowing into. Of one end of 
dust-conducting pipes and components (40) joints to the 
jointing head (13) of Straight pipe (12), and the other 
endjoints to one end of jointing pipe (515) (shown as FIG. 
8), then put the other of jointing pipe (515) joint with the 
jointing head (513) of eraser (50). Thus a channel is formed 
for the dust being inhaled into the dust collecting bag (20). 
0027 Please refer to FIGS. 3 and 4, the external space 
(16) is made of noise-proof materials and disposed in the 
interior of external housing (10). Of the said device is for 
absorbing the noises while the inhaling components (33) in 
operating, and the exhaust vent (14) is for exhausting the air 
while the inhaling components (33) is working and inhaling 
the air into. 

0028 Please refer to FIGS. 1, 3 and 4, the interior 
housing (30) is fabricated by a number of plates and 
arranged at the external space (16) of the external housing 
(10). Only one of lateral side of interior housing (30) is 
empty, means having no plate, to correspond the opening 
(106) for tightening and fixing proposals. As the opening 
(106) of external housing (10) being bias-pivot rotated and 
outwardly opened-unfolded, the interior space (31) of inte 
rior housing (30) is visible, wherein the inward end of 
jointing head (13) at the straight pipe (12) will lots easier 
joint with the dust collecting bag (20) which is placed at the 
interior space (31) of interior housing (30). 
0029 Please refer FIGS. 2, 3 and 4, the panel of interior 
housing (30), where a sensing elements (32), an inhaling 
components (33) and a power Supply automatic cut-off 
device (34) are mounted on. The sensing bar (321) is 
disposed on the Sensing elements (32) and pass through the 
upper panel of interior housing (30) to reach the deep place 
of interior space (31). For the sensing elements (32) and 
bag-swapping display lamp (104) are connected in the same 
circuit loop, as dust of the dust collecting bag (20) in the 
interior space (31) had been reached a certain amount, the 
filter layer of dust collecting bag (20), also, will be stuffy and 
causing the blowing-out air lessening and lessening. Under 
this circumstance, the inhaling components (33) is still 
going on the air inhaling, but the air is blocked by the 
filter-layer of dust collecting bag (20) that made the inhaling 
components (33) only can inhale the air of interior space 
(31) in. Since the vacuum-scale of interior Space (31) up and 
up, meanwhile the Sensing bar (321) of Sensing elements 
(32) will going on detecting the vacuum-Scale of interior 
Space (31), until the said Scale up to a certain value, then the 
Sensing elements (32) shall transmit a signal to enlighten the 
bag-swapping display lamp (104) for reminding that is the 
time to renew a dust collecting bag (20). 
0030 Please refer to FIG. 7, surrounding the external 
circumference of the inhaling components (33) is a base of 
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housing (331) with its hollow structure where, a outlet (334) 
is set around and cycled the said housing (331), a muting 
device (333) is mounted in and around the interior circum 
ference of the said housing (331), and a tank is set the 
central-middle of the said hosing (331) herein a muting 
device (333) mounted around the interior circumference of 
the tank and a fan-extracting motor (332), also is disposed 
in the tank, and a filter (335) is mounted at bottom of the 
hosing (331). The base of housing (331) is for shielding the 
fan-extracting motor (332) and the a muting device (333), of 
the muting device (333) is for absorbing the noises came 
from the operating fan-extracting motor (332), of the outlet 
(334) is for inhaling in the exhausted air while the fan 
extracting motor (332) is operating, of the filter (335) is for 
filtering the inhaled air with tiny dusts while the fan 
extracting motor (332) is working. Hence, a muting effect 
and no more floating dust shall come to and fill with the 
fan-extracting motor (332) or the interior section of base of 
housing (331). 
0031) Please refer to FIGS. 1, 3 and 4, the power supply 
automatic cut-off device (34) is for prolonging the lifecycle 
of this a dust collecting apparatus for eraser. Means the 
power Supply Switch (101) is on, but the said apparatus been 
Stopped using for a while, So the power of the Said apparatus 
is still on that may shorten its life. Under this circumstance, 
a preset timing has been Set in the power Supply automatic 
cut-off device (34) for cutting off the power supply since the 
Suspended period of the Said apparatus is over. 

0032) Please refer to FIGS. 8 and 9, the eraser (50) is 
divided into two compartments, one is holder (51) and the 
other one is erasing tissue (54), in which: 
0033) The holder (51) is a housing with hollow structure 
in its interior and bottom, so a capacity chamber (501) and 
a vacuum chamber (502) are easier been mounted in its 
compartment. A starting button (511) and stopping button 
(512) are disposed on the bottom surface of the holder (51), 
a jointing head (513) is disposed on the terminate end of 
holder (51), and a dust-conducting base layer (52) is allo 
cated on the bottom section of holder (51) where a connec 
tion panel (53) interlocked with the bottom surface of 
dust-conducting base layer (52). 
0034) Please refer to the FIGS. 8 and 9, the capacity 
chamber (501) is for placing the digital wireless-remote 
controlling device (514), of the digital wireless-remote con 
trolling device (514) is corresponding to the Sensing Switch 
(102) and is Switching on/off and transmitting the signal 
thereto the sensing Switch (102) for remote controlling the 
operation and stop of the inhaling components (33). AS 
respective pressing a touch on the starting button (511) 
Stopping button (512), the digital wireless-remote control 
ling device (514) will be controlled by them and to distal 
govern the inhaling components (33) is on or Stop working. 
For the vacuum chamber (502) and jointing head (513) are 
conductive, as the dust is blowing into vacuum chamber 
(502) which will take this advantage and blowing out from 
jointing head (513), then renter into jointing pipe (515). 
0035). Please refer to FIG. 9, the central of one side of 
dust-conducting base layer (52) been opened as slot for 
mounting a dust-conducting hole (522), the panel of dust 
conducting base layer (52) been opened for mounting lots of 
dust-conducting tunnel (521) with radiated arrangement and 
concentrated to the central of the dust-conducting base layer 
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(52), of the dust-conducting tunnel (521) and dust-conduct 
ing hole (522) are intersected and to form a space for 
introducing the dust. The dust-conducting hole (522) of 
dust-conducting base layer (52) is corresponding to the 
vacuum chamber (502) of holder (51), means the said dust 
will float through the dust-conducting tunnel (521), the 
dust-conducting hole (522), then reach vacuum chamber 
(502). 
0036) The bottom of dust-conducting base layer (52) is to 
connect a connection panel (53), of its dimension is the same 
as the erasing tissue (54). Several hollow hole (531) are 
allocated on the connection panel (53), and one Surface of 
connection panel (53) is with hooked-like and as the con 
nection surface (532) for sticking the erasing tissue (54), of 
the hollow hole (531) are as conduits for the dust. 
0037 Again, please refer to FIG. 9, one surface of 
erasing tissue (54) is the sticking surface (542) with fluff 
materials, the other Surface is the erasing Surface (543) and 
lots of hollow hole (541) on it. Sticking the erasing tissue 
(54) and connection panel (53) by means of the connection 
surface (532) of connection panel (53) to corresponding 
adhere on the Sticking Surface (542). The erasing Surface 
(543) of erasing tissue (54) is for erasing Something during 
its up and down operation on the desired place by pressing 
the erasing tissue (54), where the hollow hole (541) will be 
inlet of dust and those dusts will be inhaled into the inhaling 
components (33) with is strong Suction power and forward 
to dust collecting bag (20), hence the hollow hole (541) will 
be the first conduit of dusts. 

0038 For the erasing tissue (54) and connection panel 
(53) are adhered together, as the erasing tissue (54) is broken 
or exhausted or other else which can be torn off for conve 
nient renewing a new erasing tissue (54) anytime. 
0039) Please refer to FIGS. 10 and 11, a positioned tank 
(60) is set below a blackboard and a convex pillar (62) is set 
at the bottom chassis (61) of positioned tank (60). The 
convex pillar (62) with hollow shape and a elastic film (63) 
is mounted on its edge opening Section (621), of the convex 
pillar (62) been aligned and to respond the every hollow hole 
(541) of erasing tissue (54), where for placing the retired 
eraser (50) at the positioned tank (60). 
0040. Please refer to FIGS. 1, 2, 8 and 9, since switched 
the power supply switch (101) of external housing (10) to 
“on” position, the power Supply will be conducting to the 
Said a dust collecting apparatus for eraser under a Standby 
Status. As the eraser (50) being using to erase Something, by 
a slight pressing to the starting button (511) of holder (51) 
where a start Signal will Soon be transmitted via digital 
wireless-remote controlling device (514) onto and received 
by the sensing Switch (102), then a command will be 
transmitted and reach the inhaling components (33) for 
commanding the inhaling components (33) going on air 
inhaling, So the dusts generated from the operating of the 
erasing will be inhaled into the inhaling components (33) 
and inwardly into the dust collecting bag (20) of interior 
housing (30). 
0041) Please refer to FIG. 9, the dusts must enter the 
hollow hole (541) of erasing tissue (54) at first and then pass 
the dust-conducting tunnel (521), dust-conducting hole 
(522) through vacuum chamber (502). As the dusts reach the 
vacuum chamber (502), of them will via a opening and then 
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enter the jointing pipe (515), pass through the dust-conduct 
ing pipes and components (40), lastly the said dusts will be 
inhaled into the dust collecting bag (20). 
0042 Please refer to FIGS. 10, 11 and 12, for the shape 
of blackboard in the classroom is rectangle. The length of 
jointing pipe (515) may be too long and more inconvenient 
for the user if only an eraser being or been used in the 
classroom, so two erasers (50) will be appreciated. But, 
when the two erasers (50) been using at the classroom, as 
one of eraser (50) is on duty for erasing something by 
pressing the starting button (511) for starting the inhaling 
components (33) on duty, the eraser (50) will be operating 
the dust-inhaling. The other not on duty eraser (50) shall take 
action as the duty one eraser (50) does, for the real situation 
is that only a eraser (50) is erasing something but the other 
eraser (50) is operating its dust-inhaling, which making the 
function of dust-inhaling is not very effective. So a Solution 
is that, as one eraser been using on its duty and the other 
eraser will be placed at positioned tank (60) on its free by its 
hollow hole (541) of erasing tissue (54) to correspond the 
convex pillar (62) of 60 for placing into the positioned tank 
(60). As one of eraser (50) is on duty, the other free eraser 
(50) and taking dusts-inhaling either. But the fee eraser (50) 
will inhale the edge opening Section (621) of convex pillar 
(62) as air-flowing to project the edge opening Section (621) 
as a ball like for blocking the conduit of eraser (50), hence 
the eraser (50) can not be in vacuum as well as the function 
of dusts-inhaling is as normal. 
0043. Accordingly, the above description is inventive that 
conforms the requirements of Patent Law. 
What is claimed is 

1. Adust collecting apparatus for eraser, mainly including: 
A housing Structure fabricated by plate members which 

divided into two compartments, external housing and 
interior housing, herein 

A Set of inhaling components mounted in external housing 
and at the bottom place of internal housing, 

A dust collecting bag placed in the external housing and 
interlocked with the Straight pipe of door leaf, 

A Set of dust-conducting pipes and components, and 
An eraser by means of the jointing pipe allocated at its 

opening to interlock the dust-conducting pipes and 
components, 

Of the characteristics as follows: 

A muting device disposed in the interior of external 
housing and lots of Switches, display lamps mounted 
on one of front-lateral Side of the Said device; an 
interior housing disposed in the external housing, 
where a set of inhaling components, Sensing ele 
ments and power Supply automatic cut-off device 
mounted in the interior housing; 

A Set of interlocking components allocated at one end 
of Straight pipe, by means of a certain Section of the 
Said components to interlocked the jointing head for 
hooking-locking the jointing head; 

The eraser divided into two portions, holder and eras 
ing tissue herein, one of Side of the tissue having 
fluffy Surface for adhering with the connection panel 
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of the said holder, and lots of hollow holes arranged 
in the Said tissue; a set of Starting and stopping button 
disposed at the bottom place of the said holder; the 
bottom chassis of the said holder defined as a dust 
conducting base layer, a connection panel disposed 
on the bottom Surface of the Said layer herein, one 
Surface of the Said panel is hooked-like and having a 
sheet of sticking belt (band) and numbers of hollow 
holes to correspondingly adhere upon the fluffy 
Surface of the Said tissue; 

A positioned tank arranged at a certain bottom place of 
blackboard for placing the Said eraser. 

2. According to claim 1, the muting device by means of 
cotton or the alike materials for isolating and absorbing the 
noise came the operating of the Said inhaling components. 

3. According to claim 1, the front-lateral panel of the Said 
external disposed kinds of Switches and lamps are power 
Supply Switch, Sensing Switch, bag-Swapping display lamp, 
power Supply automatic cut-off lamp and operation display 
lamp. 

4. According to claim 1, the power Supply automatic 
cut-off device for the user using the Said apparatus, then 
Stopping using and Suspending over a preset timing but 
forgot turning the power whenever, the power Supply will be 
automatic cut off and reSwitched on by the next user who 
needs using. 

5. According to claim 1, a muting device disposed in the 
Said inhaling components for absorbing the noise came from 
the running motor of the Said inhaling components, of the 
said device can be using in the classroom or the like. 

6. According to claim 1, the Sensing components con 
nected with the bag-Swapping display lamp, means when the 
Sensing elements detecting the vacuum Scale of the interior 
housing reaching above a certain preset value whenever, the 
Sensing elements transmitting a signal thereto and enlight 
ening the bag-Swapping display for reminding the user 
renews a dust collecting bag. 

7. According to claim 1, hollow holes of the eraser's tissue 
and the holder's bottom Surface are correspondingly, adher 
ing the erasing tissue on the bottom Surface of the holder 
when the inhaling components is operating to inhale Some 
thing where, all of hollow holes can be as channels for the 
eraser to inhale the dust into, therefor as the eraser is 
damaged or unavailable in which the used eraser can be torn 
off for replacing a new one. 

8. According to claim 1, a set of Starting and stopping 
buttons allocating on a certain place of the Said holder, of 
them respective connecting with the digital wireleSS-remote 
controlling device which also corresponding to the Sensing 
Switch for controlling the inhaling components by slightly 
pressing the Starting/stopping button a touch, where a signal 
via the digital wireleSS-remote controlling device and trans 
mitting the Said Signal onto the Sensing device for control 
ling the inhaling components on duty/free. 

9. According to claim 1, a number of convex pillars with 
hollow structure disposed on the bottom chassis of the 
positioned tank where, a elastic film disposed on the bottom 
edge of every convex pillar. 

10. According to claim 1, a set of interlocking compo 
nents mounted at one end of the Straight pipe for Securely 
interlocking the Straight pipe and the jointing head by a 
hooked-locking approach. 

k k k k k 


